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Introduction
“Dollars and guns are no substitutes for brains and will
power1.” So cogitate upon this special I/ITSEC edition of the
M&S Journal. It presents intriguing articles to stimulate top
brains as they descend on the world’s largest M&S training
and education event.
In the “Message from the M&S CO Director,” Mr. Jesse
Citizen highlights the importance of the STEM (science,
technology, engineering, mathematics) fields for the growth
of M&S capabilities and, in turn, the importance of M&S
for the growth of the STEM workforce. A well trained and
robust workforce is pre-requisite for applying M&S as an
enabling technology to medical advancements, disaster
relief, predicting and preparing for pandemics, and military
and law enforcement responses. For if ever there was a tool
for saving lives, saving tax payer’s dollars, and increasing
operational capabilities, it is M&S.
In this issue:
• Contemplate the message of the article “Zombies and
LIDAR: Interoperable High-Fidelity Modeling for RealTime Use” that examines the benefits of developing
interoperable 3D models for real-time use employing
the latest gaming software.
• Consider the knowledge presented in the article
“Accuracy and Performance Assessment of the SRM
Implementation” that indicates that a critical factor in
interoperability is accurate and fast inter-conversion
of spatial data.
• Reflect on the content in the article “Integrating
Multi-resolution Analyses Through Extensible
Modeling” that describes an approach to integration
within a multi-resolution modeling environment.
• Ponder the information in the article titled “Federation
Testing Using Mock Federates” that presents
the applications of mock federates within the
development of a complicated federation.
Please enjoy acquiring the knowledge presented herein.
And remember, a brain is a terrible thing to waste.
- The brilliant, brainy Editorias
1

General (Ret) Dwight David Eisenhower, on the campaign trail in

October, 1952
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Message from the M&S CO Director
STEM is vital to the success of the DoD M&S
community

Mr. Jesse Citizen
Director, Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office
(M&S CO)

STEM & S
STEM is “Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics.” The National Research Council and
the National Science Foundation consider these four
broad fields comprising STEM as the core technological
underpinnings of an advanced society. They also view the
strength of the STEM workforce as an indicator of a nation’s
ability to sustain itself and to prosper.
The DoD has a long history of supporting STEM initiatives
at local, regional and national levels. Our vision is to
develop “a diverse, world-class STEM talent pool with the
creativity and ability to meet national defense needs.”
The effort is led by the STEM Development Office in OSD/
Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (OSD/AT&L) and its
director, Dr. Laura Adolfie. Its mission, to “inspire, develop
and attract the STEM talent essential to deliver innovative
solutions for the Nation’s current and future challenges,”
also supports the Director, Defense Research & Engineering
(DDR&E) strategic imperative on STEM. You can request
copies of the STEM Education and Outreach Strategic Plans
at STEM@osd.mil.

http://www.dod-msiac.org/

The technology advancements needed to enhance our
M&S capabilities will rely on the ingenuity of a workforce
well-educated in the STEM fields. As recognized by my
office and the rest of DoD’s M&S leadership, this ingenuity
is fostered by our workforce’s creativity, thinking skills, and
quantitative problem solving that are developed in STEM
classes. Our DoD M&S Strategic Vision calls for people that
are “well trained; employ existing models, simulation, and
data to support departmental objectives; and advance M&S
to support emerging departmental challenges.” These are
the people, for example, who will advance the concept of
Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A) which
is based on a deep understanding of management and
technical risk at a quantitative level.
At a recent workshop, hosted to better understand
what is the M&S industrial base, sponsored by my office, a
participant stated that “all the other issues in M&S would go
away if we could just solve the workforce problem.” While
solving this problem is not imminent, we are working hard
to extend our long history of supporting STEM initiatives.
This started with the original DoD M&S Master Plan,
published in 1995, that identified the need to educate
user communities on the benefits of M&S employment.
The Master Plan also advocated applying dual-use DoD
M&S technologies to expand M&S technology in civilian
education and training. As part of this, we quickly funded
the development of educational courses for military and
DoD personnel including the Modeling and Simulation Staff
Officer Course (MSSOC) that targets newly assigned DoD
staff officers with little or no M&S experience. The MSSOC
and the shorter MS 101 introduction have been delivered
to over 14,000 students by the Modeling and Simulation
Information Analysis Center (MSIAC). In 2003, we completed
development of an innovative, online, introductory
educational course titled the “Essentials of Modeling and
Simulation” that leveraged the latest developments of the
entertainment industry. This is available online at https://
nmso.navy.mil/ems/. We also supported the Warlords InterService Academy Games Competition involving M&S-related
contests between students.
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Recently, the M&S CO funded an M&S Education Courses
project that developed 16 M&S academic courses and
11 M&S continuous learning modules focusing on M&S
education for the DoD workforce and on STEM. The goal
of this effort is to keep a well-educated M&S workforce
aware of evolving M&S technology, toolsets, and strategies.
The specific requirements for the courses developed were
identified through the enterprise structure of DoD M&S
management. Moreover, this significant undertaking
blended the efforts of seven academic institutions working
under the coordination of the Naval Postgraduate School.
The instructional framework developed in this project
will be augmented and expanded for use throughout
the DoD professional education system. The continuous
learning modules offer our professionals the accessibility
and convenience of completing important courses on their
own time and schedule, regardless of whether they are at
home, on vacation, or overseas. These courses also enhance
M&S education by reducing the barriers to teaching M&Srelated courses at additional universities, colleges, and high
schools through making readily available their coursework
information, syllabi, and thoughtful examples for adoption
or adaption.

marketplace of the 21st century. As we replace the retiring,
Sputnik-era, baby-boomer scientists and engineers, we
need to leverage all of the advantages offered by M&S
in supporting modern education. It is critical that we
apply our senior expertise to mentor a new generation of
students.
Like the new generation, we don’t want to be complacent
and we certainly don’t want to sit back and watch. We want
to create and educate. Consequently, we are marching out
and supporting STEM in new and innovative ways. Keep
your eyes peeled and your brains at the ready! Aim High!

Congress is also actively involved. The Congressional
M&S Caucus leads the way in encouraging improvements
in M&S education. In 2008, they introduced H.R.4165 which
called for providing grants to encourage and enhance the
study of modeling and simulation at institutions of higher
education.
In turn, the M&S community is vital to STEM
Since the current generation of students has honed
incredible gaming (M&S, of course) skills and understands
the value of “play” as part of “learn,” education developers
are leveraging these student skills by integrating games
and simulations into the curriculum. In particular, DoD
developments in standards are being re-purposed
to support this process. My office is watching these
applications and advancements while encouraging further
development of “dual use” technologies.
STEM & S
In this era of “reverse brain drain,” encouraging more
students to study in the STEM fields is vital to the
nation. STEM education enables the U.S. to continue
as the economic and technological leader of the global
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Zombies and LIDAR: Interoperable High-Fidelity
Modeling for Real-Time Use
Kevin Mabie
Dennis Bonilla
Fred Spiker
Tate Srey
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the benefits of creating interoperable
3D models for real-time use. Two systems are used to
illustrate how cost-effective software can be designed
expeditiously for single and multi-user deployment by
leveraging the capabilities of video game engines and highfidelity Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) data scans. The
first software described is a law enforcement and corrections
tool to assist teams in the planning and execution of
scenarios in a mock prison riot. The second software
described is a zombie-survival scenario implemented in the
video game Left 4 Dead using the latest version of the Valve®
Source engine. Consequently, we describe a basic pipeline
for developing both systems in parallel within an aggressive
30-day schedule.
About the Authors
KE VIN MABIE has over 20 years professional IT
experience, including several years of direct involvement
in the design and delivery of information architecture
solutions. Mr. Mabie is President and CEO of Valador. He
is responsible for and personally involved in all aspects of
Valador’s business success and day to day operation. Mr.
Mabie was awarded the Enterprising Veteran of the Year
award from the Department of Veteran Affairs, Center
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for Veteran Enterprise in 2003. Prior to founding Valador
in the summer of 2001, Mr. Mabie spent over 24 years
supporting Aerospace, Information Security, and Modeling
and Simulation applications. Previously, Mr. Mabie was the
President and one of the founders of Veritect, the first largescale, commercial managed security services firm in the
world. Mr. Mabie spent 12 years on active duty in the U.S.
Navy as a Radar Intercept Officer in the F-14 program. While
on active duty, Mr. Mabie was a Top Gun graduate and an
Aeronautical Engineering Duty Officer. He retired from the
Naval Reserves in 2005.
DENNIS BONILLA serves as the Manager of Design and
Multimedia at Valador in Herndon, Virginia. Mr. Bonilla has
over a decade of design and multimedia experience and has
served as lead designer and developer for more than 100
corporate websites. Mr. Bonilla has been awarded a NASA
Software Recognition Award for his contribution to the
Distributed Observer Network for the Explorations System
Mission Directorate; a NASA Tech Brief Award; and a NASA
Group Achievement Award for outstanding contributions
in support of the Review of U.S Human Space Flight Plans
Committee, informing the U.S. President of options for the
future of Human Spaceflight.
FRED SPIKER is a senior software engineer specializing
in bringing game development innovations to business
and government computer applications. Mr. Spiker is a
self-proclaimed life-long gamer who has been developing
hobbyist game engine modifications for over 12 years.
Currently, Mr. Spiker serves as Software Team Manager
for the Valador Software Engineering Team and Lead
Software Engineer for the Distributed Observer Network.
Mr. Spiker participated in the 3D Model of the West Virginia
Penitentiary project as both Project Manager and Lead
Software Engineer. Previously, Mr. Spiker has received
a great deal of varied experience working on projects
involving large scale commercial web sites, mobile software
technology, modeling and simulation, military command
and control, and enterpriselevel databases. Mr. Spiker
holds a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science from Old
Dominion University.
TATE SREY is the lead technical artist for Valador. Mr.
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Srey specializes in the digital content pipeline for real-time
rendering systems. Mr. Srey works on the creation of content
and the management of assets from disparate systems. Mr.
Srey is both an artist and a programmer with over 10 years
of industry experience. Mr. Srey is a recipient of the NASA
Innovator award for his work on the Distributed Observer
Network.

The Task
The WVHTC Foundation required the construction of
an accurate interactive digital map of the facility for their
2009 Mock Prison Riot. It was vital that the digital map be
completed within a one-month time frame for use during
that year’s Mock Prison Riot

MATT SCOTT is a member of Design and Multimedia at
Valador. He has professionally blogged about firstperson
shooter video games and counts himself a member of the
online gaming community. Mr. Scott has helped digitize
NASA databases, is the former webmaster for the NASA
Academy of Program/Project & Engineering Leadership,
and was the Valador lead during LIDAR data acquisition at
Moundsville Penitentiary. Mr. Scott developed and created
the Left 4 Dead campaign Moundsville Slammer using the
acquired LIDAR data and serves as the project lead for
Moundsville Slammer.
Figure 1. A picture of a cellblock in Moundsville
Penitentiary as it stood in January 2009. LIDAR was used to
capture detail such as the peeling paint.

Background
Simulations are often used to prepare for uniquely
hostile or unknown environments. Valador, Inc. has worked
previously with NASA1, the Department of Defense, and
the Department of Veterans Affairs to produce synthetic
environments to provide situational awareness and increase
community collaboration. Through the continued use of
game development software to display three-dimensional
architectural and terrain data, Valador has learned to
expeditiously produce complex synthetic environments
for real-time use.
The West Virginia High Technology Consortium (WVHTC)
Foundation holds a yearly event called the Mock Prison Riot
at Moundsville Penitentiary in Moundsville, West Virginia.
The WVHTC Foundation strives for authenticity throughout
its workshops and Moundsville Penitentiary is the only
venue of its kind currently used to train law enforcement
officials using the cutting-edge technology available at
the event. 43 U.S. states and 13 foreign countries used the
facility during the 2009 Mock Prison Riot2.

Based on an initial survey using handheld laser distance
meters, HD video, and high-resolution photography (see
figure 1), it was identified that approximately two million
square feet would need to be digitized to accurately
describe the facility. The lack of architectural data posed
an enormous obstacle to the software development team.
Realizing that pre-established workflow methods would
be unavailable, the team needed a solution that would
result in an accurate architectural dataset that could be
integrated into a game-asset creation pipeline. The team
had previously used laser data as a method to import terrain
from Mars using Mars Orbiting Laser Altimeter (MOLA)
data3 (see figure 2). It was decided a ground based Light
Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) scanning system could be
moved throughout the prison complex to produce a digital
model of the penitentiary.

The Mock Prison Riot consists of workshops and scenario
training held in a facility that first opened in 1876 and was
closed in 1995. No high-resolution maps or CAD data of
the structure existed before its digitization in 2009, and
electricity was extremely limited within the structure and
surrounding grounds.

http://www.dod-msiac.org/
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Understanding the required detail is crucial to remaining
within an accelerated schedule for producing high quality
models. The WVHTC Foundation was agreeable to producing
distinct areas of the model at different degrees of detail.
Although the basement represents a sizeable portion of
the model, its limited use – because of lack of light and heat
– allowed for higher quality scans of the cellblocks during
the restricted schedule. To maintain visual accuracy in the
final product, the team also gathered an extensive sample
of textures through several thousand high-resolution
photographs and hours of 1080p digital video.
Figure 2. Terrain generated in a game engine using MOLA
data. Valador developed this Mars Exploration Rover
technology demo in 72 hours for the NBC4 Connect Expo
in 2006.
Light Detection and Ranging
LIDAR provides surface and volumetric information of
objects through point cloud data that can be converted
to a CAD model. Reverse engineering of the Moundsville
Penitentiary was achieved through 3D scans provided by
GKS Global Services4 (see figure 3).

The WVHTC Foundation required an accurate recreation
of the penitentiary for training and scenario planning
purposes. Previously, teams would require night-vision
technology to view the basement in its entirety. By
digitizing the basement and making it available to
the teams attending the Mock Prison Riot, the WVHTC
Foundation and Valador provided a method to view the
penitentiary that had not existed previously. Teams who
used the 3D Model of the West Virginia Penitentiary prior to
their exercises commented on being more comfortable
with the venue despite never having seen it in real life. The
synthetic environment provided situational awareness that
would not have been possible without the model.

Figure 3. Shown is a comparison between point cloud data
on the left side and a photograph of the Moundsville
Penitentiary Dining Hall on the right.
The 3D LIDAR scan of the Moundsville Penitentiary
occurred over a weeklong period in February 2009. The
development team initially thought the most difficult
area to synthesize would be the basement (see figure
4). Fortunately, in addition to the lack of lighting and
heating the basement also had the benefit of requiring
a less detailed scan. The basement lacked the 5’x7’ cells
constructed throughout the penitentiary that required
extensive post-processing.
The fidelity requirements for a single model can vary.
http://www.dod-msiac.org/

Figure 4. Despite being unlit, partially filled with
Halloween tour props, and lacking heating the basement
proved to be an easier portion of the penitentiary to scan
because of its limited detail.
Creating a Point Cloud Pipeline
The software development team decided the best
method for displaying a 3D model of the penitentiary would
be to distribute it as a game-asset within a game engine.
Having previously used architectural CAD and terrain
height-map data, the asset creation pipeline needed to be
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modified to pass LIDAR-based data into a game engine. The
data required extensive cleanup and processing to conform
to a game engine ready format without compromising
accuracy (Figure 5).

Figure 5. After custom optimization geometry produced
by the point cloud data was converted into game assets.
Accuracy was maintained to approximately one inch.
Unlike a game, The 3D Model of the West Virginia
Penitentiary would be used to analyze the distances
between floors, measure the width of hallways, and
determine line-of-sight required for the effective use of
technology being demonstrated at the Mock Prison Riot.
Games do not typically require the display of millions of
polygons to describe an object. Where the object is not
visible it is regular practice for game asset artists to simply
not develop the geometry. In the case of The 3D Model of
the West Virginia Penitentiary it was necessary to include as
much data as the game engine could handle.
The software development team used 3D modeling
and animation software rather than CAD/CAM software.
The 3D Digital Content Creation (DCC) tool for this project
was Autodesk® Maya® due to its open architecture and
versatility. Because of their extensive use within the
industry, the gaming community has support for these
types of commercially available 3D modeling and animation
software packages.
LIDAR data is t ypically used in manufac turing,
architecture, engineering, scientific visualization, and highend entertainment shops such as those found in the movie
industry. LIDAR data is not typically available for hobbyist
game modders so support within the gaming community
for this type of data is non-existent.
The development team worked with GKS Global Services
to deliver the LIDAR data in a format that is readable by
Autodesk Maya. Once in Maya, a path could be made toward

http://www.dod-msiac.org/

getting a model into the Torque3D game engine.
In order to use its quick collision calculations, a
requirement of the game engine is that the pieces that
comprise the levels be made from convex shapes. The
structure and geometry of the LIDAR data provided was
accurate, but its construction was incompatible with
the engine—most of the shapes were arbitrary, and
concave. Correcting this required analyzing the shape
of the buildings, deconstructing it, and reconstructing
it as a series of convex shapes. This is a tedious process.
Anything tedious but methodical can be delegated for
a computer to do. Maya’s entire interface is built on top
of Maya Embedded Language (MEL), a C++ like scripting
language that can access most of the software’s low-level
functionality, including geometry detail. The MEL scripts
needed to synthesize the data, recreating the geometry as
a conglomeration of convex shapes. The final automated
process took the original geometry information and
exported it into a format that was ready to be lit, textured,
and populated with assets within the Torque3D Software
Development Kit.
Game Art Assets as Reusable Objects
Game engines typically have various formats for geometry
depending on how they will be used. Due to the size and
complexity of the Moundsville Penitentiary Model, an
interior brush format was chosen. The interior brush used to
develop the penitentiary model had the additional benefit
of being highly portable with little to no conversion for
inclusion in various game engines.
Many game engines follow a heritage that makes certain
asset types interoperable. Similarly, games developed from
the same game engine often require little modification
for swapping of content. The video and photographs that
were gathered during the initial survey, as well as additional
textures that were recorded during the LIDAR scan could
be used in various game engines. Like the LIDAR data,
the textures were taken at a resolution far beyond what
is traditionally necessary for game art assets. The native
LIDAR data and full resolution images proved too resourcehungry for realtime use. The software development team
produced a system capable of displaying the data in the
highest possible resolution while maintaining compatibility
with future technology. The processing power capable
of displaying the point cloud data textured with the
highresolution imagery is expected in the near future.
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Custom Technology

longest laser beams in the model or measure just how big
a prison cell is anyway.

An important problem the software needed to solve
was that of measuring distances within the penitentiary
training areas. Before the 3D model was available, the staff
working at the penitentiary would get overloaded with
requests from Mock Prison Riot participants for detailed
measurements of training areas. Attendees wanted to know
if their massive new riot shield would fit through prison
cell doors and how far they could ninja down from the top
tier cellblocks with rappelling gear. To get this information,
penitentiary staff would brave the dark, unsettling labyrinth
of the prison with their trusty measuring tape and handmeasure the distances.

Figure 6. The Point-to-Point tool provides the ability to
measure between any two points in the synthetic
environment.
Initially the software development team decided to
give users a gun-like laser range finder they could shoot
at objects in the model. Honing in on a target using the
onscreen crosshairs and pressing their mouse button would
send a laser beam out toward that object, resulting in the
distance between themselves and the target appearing
in their display. With that, the obvious problem was that
they could only measure a distance between themselves
and an object in the model. The development team added
the ability to drop “tacks” in the model. Pressing their rightmouse button would drop a red-domed tack where they
were aiming. Dropping a second tack elsewhere in the
model would connect the two tacks with a laser (see figure
6). The distance between those objects would appear on
their display for as long as those tacks remained in the
model. Not only was this useful for training preparation, but
it was also kind of fun to see where users could shoot the

http://www.dod-msiac.org/

Overhead view functionality, while fairly common in
some video game genres, gave the development team quite
a few challenges. The goal was to give the user blind spot
awareness wherever they may be in the prison model. The
development team envisioned allowing the user to switch
their view to a camera just over their head while the camera
followed the player character. This was improved upon,
allowing the users the ability to zoom the camera using the
mouse wheel so they could see as much or as little of their
surrounding environment as they wanted.
That tool development seemed simple until it became
clear that a prison is a very tight, cluttered, multi-tiered
environment and objects love to find their way between the
camera and the player character. At this point, the overhead
camera ended up staring at the ceilings of prison cells
or needing to be zoomed in so close that the user could
only see the buzz-cut of the player character model. The
team employed code that was able to communicate to the
graphics processing unit (GPU) that the rendering pipeline
of the game engine should make transparent all rendered
pixels higher (i.e. greater in the z-axis) than the position of
the player character model’s head. The resulting effect not
only did what the team needed,
allowing the user to get an overhead view of everything
on the same x-y plane as their player character, but also
provided a really cool-looking cut-away effect of the
environment much like you might see in medical or
engineering diagrams. Additionally, the development team
was able to make use of pixel shader programming to dim
rendered pixels outside of the player character’s calculated
view frustum, producing a shadow layer on top of areas that
were outside of the player character’s view (see figure 7).
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currently on the market6. Due to the popularity of Valve’s
games a large user base now exists that has produced an
extensive online resource of information. This exposure due
to the success of Left 4 Dead means millions of man-hours of
testing have occurred with an existing installed base.

Figure 7. Slicing through geometry: blind spot view
provides situational awareness to users of The 3D Model of
the West Virginia Penitentiary.
Zombies Enter the Penitentiary
During the construction of the interior brush model,
various developers suggested putting it in an existing
game scenario to test whether it was viable to use artificial
intelligence (AI) bots. The Valve Corporation® Hammer tool
maintained compatibility with the interior model format
that had been chosen for evelopment (see figure 8).

Following the completion of The 3D Model of the West
Virginia Penitentiary Valador chose to create a two-level
campaign using the Left 4 Dead software development kit
(SDK). The purpose was to examine how the advanced game
engine would react to dense geometry such as a cellblock
in the penitentiary (see figure 9). The campaign was
initially developed for internal research and development.
Valador, however, decided to release the scenario, dubbed
Moundsville Slammer, to the public.
A single developer produced the two levels for
Moundsville Slammer in three weeks by incorporating data
created for the development of The 3D Model of the West
Virginia Penitentiary (see figure 10).

Figure 9. A Moundsville Penitentiary cellblock is shown in
Valve’s Left 4 Dead SDK.

Figure 8. Valve’s Hammer software has been used in the
development of some of the top grossing games of all
time.

Moundsville Slammer allowed for viewing of advanced AI
interaction with the model and provided a testing platform
through the gaming community. The process could have
been carried out concurrently with development of the
WVHTC Foundation software but time constraints dictated
that research and development occur afterwards.

Left 4 Dead is one of Valve’s most popular games.
Incorporating advanced physics, AI5, multiplayer capabilities,
as well as procedurally modified atmospheric effects, Left 4
Dead is arguably one of the most advanced video games

http://www.dod-msiac.org/
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A member of the software development team was also
able to produce a zombie game scenario of the Moundsville
Penitentiary using an SDK for the Valve Source engine by
leveraging the interoperability of data that had already been
gathered. Complete with a macabre storyline, the second
interactive environment was produced in three weeks.
A Possible Future for the Model

Figure 10. The untextured North Hall devoid of zombies.
An additional benefit of using the Left 4 Dead SDK
was the availability of preconfigured art assets. After
applying the appropriate texture, running across metal
or wood automatically produced a related sound effect
and communicated with the game AI and non-playable
character navigation subsystem. Though texture and
sounds assets gathered during the initial survey could have
been used in the production of Moundsville Slammer, the
Left 4 Dead SDK functionality produced robust results with
minimal development effort.

Usage of a pre - existing game engine to create
visualization software has many benefits; initially, it saves
the significant development time required to create a new
visualization system. In the case of Moundsville Slammer,
the use of existing art assets had the benefit of also being
linked to sound and AI libraries which were utilized in the
development.

The Benefits of Interoperability
The WVHTC Foundation required that Valador produce an
accurate map system that provided situational awareness
and self-serve measurement tools. Although CAD data of
the facility did not exist, the software development team
produced a platform in one month that enabled users
to easily access the tools in a 3D real-time system (see
figure 11). Using LIDAR and game development tools to
accomplish this task, the team also created a model of the
two million square foot facility that could be reused with
minimal modification in other realtime systems.

Figure 12. North Hall of the Moundsville Penitentiary
as displayed in the Left 4 Dead campaign Moundsville
Slammer.
The 3D Model of the West Virginia Penitentiary developed
for the WVHTC Foundation did not require AI, advanced
physics, environmental effects, destructible environments,
or unique crowd management capabilities. By developing
a campaign for a pre-existing AAA game that included
these technologies Valador is prepared for when these
components don’t just make for great gameplay but are
essential tools for quick real-world scenario modeling.

Figure 11. North Hall of the Moundsville Penitentiary as
displayed in The 3D Model of the West Virginia Penitentiary.
http://www.dod-msiac.org/
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ABSTRACT
Processing spatial data requires a robust capability for
describing and computing geometric properties such
as position, direction, and distance. Interoperation of
heterogeneous systems, or the exchange of data between
them, often requires that a position be represented in
several different spatial reference frames, where each
reference frame corresponds to a particular application
context or way of expressing spatial data. Spatial reference
frames might be relative to moving objects, local structures,
or global objects, including celestial bodies. Accurate
and fast inter-conversion of spatial data between such
systems, with diverse reference frames, is often a critical
factor in successful data exchange and interoperability.
The Spatial Reference Model (SRM) is an international
standard (ISO/IEC 18026) that defines the conceptual
model and the methodologies that allow the description,
and transformation or conversion, of geometric properties
within or among spatial reference frames. The SRM supports
the unambiguous specification of position, direction,
distance, and time associated with spatial information.
It also specifies mathematical formulations for precise
transformation of data among different spatial reference
frames. The SRM addresses the needs of a broad community
of users, who have a range of accuracy and performance
requirements in computationally intensive applications.
The implementation of the standard is available as a set
of software development kits and libraries in C/C++ and
Java, and has been gaining wide use in a variety of diverse
applications and projects. To help establish a baseline for
these implementations, a series of tests were designed and
conducted in the past two years to assess the performance
and accuracy of the software. Independently developed
test data sets were used to establish and evaluate the
accuracy and validity of position and orientation conversion
and transformation operations. In addition, tests were
conducted to assess the execution performance of key
SRM coordinate conversion algorithms, and timing metrics
were collected which resulted in additional improvements
to the implementations. The results of the accuracy and
performance tests have been reproduced by others, and
the detailed test results, along with the test procedures
and steps, are openly available to users. This paper provides
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an overview of the results of these assessments, briefly
describes the test data and the various process steps that
have been used, highlights key issues in conducting the
tests, and touches on future and additional work that
remains.
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Although this allows for innovations and potential
improvements in efficiencies of the implementations, it also
implies the need for testing, assessment, and verification
that the implementations conform to the standard and
known computational reference data. It is therefore
necessary and important to assess the performance and
accuracy of such implementations.

Introduction

This paper discusses the process and results of assessing
the performance and accuracy of the SRM implementations
for a subset of the large array of spatial reference frames
that the SRM supports.

The Spatial Reference Model (SRM), a critical component
of the SEDRIS technologies, is an integrated framework
for describing spatial concepts and operations on spatial
information that include positions, directions, distances, and
time. Spatial data might be referenced to local structures
and regions (such as landmarks, buildings, or cities), to the
Earth as a whole (such as global weather), to other celestial
bodies (such as planets or satellites), or to objects defined
within contexts such as virtual realities (such as 3D models).
In each of these cases, one or more spatial reference frames
are defined, with respect to which the values of geometric
properties can be determined. The SRM is an international
standard (ISO/IEC 18026) that provides the conceptual
model and the methodologies that allow the description,
representation, transformation, and conversion of geometric
properties within or among spatial reference frames.
Different applications need to represent position and
direction data in different spatial reference frames. A given
spatial reference frame corresponds to a particular way of
expressing position and direction information, which may
be best suited for a specific class of applications. Therefore,
applications that use different spatial reference frames,
and are required to interoperate or interchange spatial
data, must be able to interconvert that data between their
diverse reference frames. In addition, such inter-conversion
must not only be accurate, but also fast in order to meet the
demands of performance-sensitive applications. The SRM
implementations provide accurate and fast spatial data
conversion between a large number and variety of spatial
reference frames.
Algorithms for the spatial operations can vary greatly
between different implementations. Generally, standards
do not prescribe how operations should be implemented.
Standards specify the concepts, models and mathematical
formulation of the operations, and the interfaces. Standard
compliance specifies the metrics, tolerances, and the
bounds within which the algorithms must be implemented.
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Background
The development of the SRM concepts, and subsequently
the SRM software, began in the mid 1990’s in response to
the growing demands of a diverse array of environmental
data that are represented in different spatial reference
frames, and need to be consumed and used by applications
that use a different set of reference frames. Although the
SRM is a critical component of the SEDRIS technologies,
it is designed to function as an independent standalone
capability that can be used in a variety of applications
requiring the conversion and transformation of spatial
data. The SRM supports a large number of parameterized
spatial reference frames, coordinate systems, and datums*;
and provides an extensible framework that supports the
addition of new instances of these concepts through
registrations.
The software implementations of the SRM support the
transformation and conversion of positions and orientations
between all relevant spatial reference frames. Over the
years the implementations have evolved to include fast and
innovative algorithms for performing these computations.
The implementations are provided through a set of open
source software development kits (SDKs) and are in use in
a number of applications and a broad range of simulation
and non-simulation systems.
Several programs, including TENA, OneSAF, Close Combat
Tactical Trainer (CCTT), Brigade Combat Team Modernization
(BCTM) (formerly known as the Future Combat Systems
(FCS)), WARSIM, and Synthetic Environment – Core (SE-Core),
use the implementations of the SRM in their applications,
and have specific performance requirements for coordinate
conversion and transformation operations. Between 2006
and 2009, and as a result of the requirements of several
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programs for specific performance metrics, the SRM
implementations were tested, updated and improved, and
tested again to ensure those requirements can be met.
A set of tests were developed and conducted between
2007 and 2009 to assess the accuracy of position and
orientation conversions and transformations, as well as
the performance of specific SRM coordinate conversion
modules. The accuracy tests utilized a large set of
independently developed and verified position test data,
for specific spatial reference frames, and orientation test
data, for multiple representations of orientation values.
The timing and performance tests focused on coordinate
conversions within a small subset of the spatial reference
frames that SRM supports. In the following sections an
overview of each of these three tests are provided, along
with the results of the assessment process.
The test procedures, for both the accuracy and timing
assessments, require that various information related to test
set up, such as who performs the test, the time and duration
of tests, and the computing environment used, be captured
as part of the assessment process. Several independent
parties have performed the tests, and have confirmed the
results reported in this paper and in other test reports.
Implementations of the SRM
The SRM is implemented in the C, C++, and Java
programming languages. The C and C++ implementations
share a core set of libraries and modules (written in C++)
and differ only in their external interface. These core
modules were initially developed in the mid-90s, and
over the years have been improved and evolved, as the
requirements and the standard have evolved. The Java
implementation is a complete reimplementation of the core
modules, and makes use of Java programming constructs
and approaches.
The implementations are provided as both precompiled
binaries, for specific platforms, and open source SDKs,
through the SEDRIS web site 1 . During 2006-08, new
capabilities to support the computation of rotations,
orientations, and vectors were incorporated into a separate
branch of the SRM SDK baseline, and were subsequently
released in 2007-09 as SRM SDKs 4.3 and 4.4. The initial
SRM software baseline, version 4.1.x, does not include these
additional capabilities, and is currently maintained as a
separate baseline for compatibility with the other SEDRIS
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component baselines, which are not (yet) aware of these
new capabilities. However, despite these differences, the
core coordinate conversion and transformation modules in
both baselines are identical. In addition, the performance
improvements that were incorporated and tested in 2007-08
are also identical between the two baselines. The accuracy
and timing test report documents, produced in 2008, cite
version 4.3 of the SRM C/C++ SDK. However, the same
coordinate conversion/transformation accuracy and timing
results apply to the most current releases of both baselines,
versions 4.4 and 4.1.3 of the SRM C/C++ SDKs, with and
without new orientation capabilities, respectively.
Furthermore, the position accuracy tests were also
performed in early 2010 using the SRM C++ SDK version 4.4
and the SRM Java SDK version 4.4.
The orientation accuracy tests were conducted with the
SRM C/C++ SDK versions 4.3 and 4.4, and the SRM Java SDK
version 4.4.
Position accuracy tests
The position accuracy metrics relate to the execution
of the SRM coordinate conversion and transformation
operations performed on a set of independently-developed
coordinate values expressed in various spatial reference
frames (SRFs) supported by the SRM. Subject matter experts
at the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) have
developed these test coordinate values by independently
implementing the spatial operation algorithms for a large
number of spatial reference frames in Mathematica. The test
data is available directly from NGA.
The test data is a suite of 129 test files, where each file
contains between several hundred to several thousand
test vectors for a given reference frame and Earth reference
model combination. Each test vector represents the
coordinates of a unique position in the source reference
frame with known coordinates in the target reference frame.
The test data is comprised of three major test categories.
One category deals with a variety of map projection
reference frames, such as Mercator, Transverse Mercator,
Lambert Conformal Conic, and Polar Stereographic, among
others. Each of these projection reference frames is further
subdivided to use one of three different Earth reference
models (including WGS 84). A total of 111 files cover this
collection of tests, with each file containing 300 test vectors
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distributed across various positions on the globe, including
map boundary cases. Because some geodetic conventions
reverse the order of longitude and latitude, for convenience,
one of the files for each of the projection reference frames
contains reversed geodetic coordinates.
The second category deals with 3D coordinate values
using two Earth reference models, with a total of 10 files
covering the two models. Each file contains 600 3D test
vectors distributed to cover various 3D positions, including
positions above and below the surface of the Earth. One
file for each of the two models contains the same data, but
the order in which latitude and longitude values are listed
is reversed.
The third category deals with datum transformation
tests, with 4 files used across two test subsets, with each
file containing 5000 test vectors (4 additional files are
also included for compatibility with a prior version of the
test data suite). One subset gives each of the 5000 test
vectors on the surface of the WGS 84 datum, and provides
the corresponding coordinates in the other datums. And
the other subset does the reverse, by giving each of the
5000 test vectors on the surface of all other datums, and
providing the corresponding coordinates in the WGS 84
datum. The 5000 test vectors are used across a total of 226
datums, with some datums using as few as 4 and some as
many as 198 distinct test vectors.
These tests cover a broad spectrum of the spatial
reference frames supported by the SRM, but by no means
are exhaustive of all possible cases. In addition, a small
number of the test vectors are not supported by the SRM,
and therefore are excluded from the assessment.
Both the development and the verification of such test
data is time consuming and tedious. However, the available
test data provide significant insights into the accuracy
capabilities of any module that may be tested with this
data.
The accuracy assessment application reads the test
values and invokes the SRM modules to perform the
specific operation on the given coordinate for all the
three categories of test data described earlier. Only those
reference frames that are supported by the SRM (and within
those only those coordinates that fall within the acceptable
domain and range of the given SRF) are included in the
test. The SRM defines the concept of valid regions for the
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coordinates, and only coordinates within the valid region
can be used in a coordinate operation. For example, in a
Celestiodetic (aka geodetic) SRF, only coordinates whose
longitude component value is within the range of (-π, π],
and latitude component value is within the range of (-π/2,
π/2), and ellipsoidal height component value is greater than
the minus semi-minor axis are considered valid.
All coordinate conversion tests are bi-directional, i.e., test
data provided in SRF A is converted to SRF B (and the results
are compared to the expected reference values for SRF B),
and test data provided in SRF B is converted to SRF A (and
the results are compared to the expected reference values
for SRF A). Once the computed coordinates are compared
with the reference test data, a difference value is computed
for each individual test vector. The difference computation
is the Euclidean distance between the computed position
and the expected reference position.
For each test set the following statistics are computed
on the resulting differences: the number of input test
vectors used in the test; the maximum difference value;
and the minimum difference value. When the accuracy
assessment execution is completed, two output files are
created that contain the results. One output file contains
the results of the coordinate conversions associated with
the map projection and 3D coordinate conversion values.
The other output file contains the results of coordinate
transformations associated with the datum test cases.
The results of the position accuracy tests are available
from the SEDRIS web site4, or by obtaining the test data
and software directly and running the tests. The values
of the smallest and largest deviation from the reference
data is reported for each specific test case, along with
the number of points involved in a given test. Since the
tests measure different types of position accuracy, the test
results and amounts of deviations from reference data
must be reviewed within the confines of that test, and
don’t carry across globally. However, to provide a relative
qualitative measure of the distance values across all tests,
the smallest minimum value is in the neighbourhood of
9.3x10-10 meters, and the largest maximum value is in the
neighbourhood of 0.05 meters. It is important to note that
these extreme end-values can be misleading, and to gain
a more complete understanding of the test results within
the context of a specific spatial reference frame, the actual
position accuracy test data, which is extensive, should be
reviewed.
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Orientation accuracy tests

match cases where the orientation values are very different,
but the actual orientations are identical.

SRM versions 4.1.x and prior included the capability to
compute direction vectors. However, this capability was
limited to only matrix representations and did not include
the variety of other orientation and rotation representations
such as quaternion, axis-angle, and the various Euler angle
forms. Between 2006 and 2008, a comprehensive capability
to support the full range of orientation representations,
as well as coupling orientations and vectors to any spatial
reference frame, was added under the sponsorship of the
TENA program.
In 2008, after the inclusion and release of the orientation
capabilities, a set of test data was developed by subject
matter experts at NGA to support the testing of orientation
computations under different representation forms.
The test cases include inter-conversion of orientation
values between five different supported representations:
quaternion, axisangle, Euler ZYX convention, Euler
ZXZ convention, and 3x3 matrix. For each of these five
representations, a set of 3184 test vectors was produced,
where each test vector represents a unique orientation.
In early 2009, the tests for converting between the
orientation representations were conducted successfully.
These included conversions from each of the above
representation forms to the other four representations,
plus the conversion from a given representation to itself.
The result is a 25-file set of output values, with each file
containing all 3184 test vectors.
In each output file the computed value for a given
conversion pair (in one direction) is listed alongside the
expected reference value. The test software performs
a comparison of the computed and expected values,
and a Boolean result of match or no match is indicated.
Orientation representations differ significantly in how
they represent the same orientation. For example, a matrix
representation involves 9 values, whereas an Euler angle
representation requires only 3 values. Therefore, the content
and length of the result entries in the output files are very
different from one another.
Since the same orientation, using the same
representation, can be expressed in more than one set of
numerical values, it is critical that the comparison process
take this into account. Otherwise, the results can include no-
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The result of running the tests showed that in all cases all
computed values matched all expected values.
Testing the changes in orientation representations, while
retaining the orientation in the same spatial reference frame,
is an important test. But it is not enough. Orientations not
only can be represented by using different forms, but also
can be represented in different spatial reference frames,
using the same or different forms. A different set of tests
(and test data) is needed to evaluate whether changes in
spatial reference frames introduce any errors. These tests
are more complex, and a validated set of test data has not
yet been developed for these cases. Once developed, the
software will need to be tested to determine how well
it functions when the spatial reference frames are also
changed.
Performance tests
To assess the performance of the SRM implementation
the C++ SDK was used in the timing tests. The SRM supports
more than 23 types of spatial reference frame templates,
which along with various possible datums cover a very
large set of spatial reference frames (SRFs). The timing
assessment involved only a small subset of those spatial
reference frames. Specifically, it included the Celetiocentric
(aka, geocentric), the Celestiodetic (aka, geodetic), and
the Augmented Universal Transverse Mercator (AUTM)
SRFs. And the specific Earth reference model used was
the WGS 84 datum. These specific spatial reference frames
were chosen because they are by far the most common
and widely used set of spatial reference frames within a
large number of applications in the simulation community.
Therefore, an assessment of their performance capability
can provide valuable information to a broad cross section
of the users.
Within this limited set of SRFs, the per formance
assessment used a set of 10 3D geodetic coordinate values
(representing various locations across the globe) as its input
values. For each of the 10 values a pair-wise conversion
between two of the three SRFs under test is performed.
Each conversion is repeated 10 million times.
In addition, minimum, maximum and mean conversion
times for each combination of the pair-wise conversions
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of all the test coordinates are also computed at the end.
The complete timing assessment is performed twice,
once with the SRM coordinate validation function turned
on and once without the SRM validation. When the SRM
validation mode is on, the conversion operation checks
the input (source) coordinate before the actual conversion
takes place and then checks the resulting output (target)
coordinate to ensure they are within the bounds of the
coordinate definitions. When the validation mode is off,
such validations are skipped. Upon completion of the
timing assessment execution, an output file is created that
contains the results.
The output shows the timing associated with each
coordinate input value as used for each of the six conversion
cases (between the three SRFs). It also lists the minimum,
maximum, and mean values across all coordinates for all six
cases. The test output provides all of these for both modes
of checking and not checking the validity of the input and
output coordinates. As expected, in all cases, the “without
validation” is significantly faster. Some applications that
can always expect to receive and use valid input data can
take advantage of that knowledge and set the mode to no
validation check so that the SRM can execute at the faster
speed. All reported timing values are in microseconds.
Measuring the execution speed of any software module is,
in part, dependent on the hardware platform on which the
tests are performed. In addition to hardware configurations,
variables, such as choice of compilers, optimization flags,
and other factors (such as how the timing measurement
method itself may effect the results, or whether other
processes are competing for resources on the test platform)
will affect the performance of the software module under
test. As a result, it is critical to capture and report the specific
configuration and capabilities of the hardware/software
environment, and to be able to determine the impact (if
any) of the testing process on the module under test.
The test application that evaluates the SRM’s performance
sets up the input value for the specific test cases, begins
recording the elapsed time, iterates the specific conversion
10 million times by calling the appropriate SRM module
to perform the conversion, and captures the total elapsed
time for that conversion case. It then moves to the next
conversion case and captures the elapsed time for that case.
The process is repeated for each of the ten input coordinate
values.
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A sample output running the 10 coordinate values 10
million times under the no-validation check mode is shown
below. The test environment consisted of a Xeon 3.06 GHz
CPU, with 512 KB (L2) & 0 MB (L3) cache, 1.5 GB DDR (266
MHz) RAM, running Linux RedHat 2.6.9-55.EL, and using the
GCC v3.2.2 compiler.
Timing for One Coordinate Conversion Without Validation
(in micro-seconds) - SRM C++ 4.3
Test CD to UTM to CC to UTM to CD to
coord UTM
CD
UTM
CC
CC

CC to
CD

Coord
1

0.248

0.418

0.462

0.639

0.282

0.312

Coord
2

0.239

0.371

0.454

0.622

0.286

0.3

Coord
3

0.241

0.355

0.464

0.631

0.28

0.323

Coord
4

0.25

0.414

0.506

0.686

0.262

0.362

Coord
5

0.239

0.36

0.476

0.626

0.284

0.311

Coord
6

0.242

0.364

0.466

0.654

0.296

0.289

Coord
7

0.247

0.358

0.464

0.633

0.283

0.323

Coord
8

0.244

0.357

0.452

0.614

0.26

0.324

Coord
9

0.251

0.404

0.488

0.638

0.263

0.305

Coord
10

0.255

0.415

0.473

0.619

0.266

0.322

MIN

0.239

0.355

0.452

0.614

0.26

0.289

MAX

0.255

0.418

0.506

0.686

0.296

0.362

MEAN

0.2456

0.3816

0.4705

0.6362

0.2762

0.3171

What is next
These assessment procedures and their corresponding
results provide a valuable insight into the performance
and capabilities of the SRM implementations. However, as
noted earlier, these tests only cover a subset of the SRM
capabilities.
Developing accuracy tests for the full range of SRFs in the
SRM, as well as including the orientation test cases where
the spatial reference frames also change -- in addition
to the orientation representations -- are important next
steps in verifying the remainder of the SRM’s capabilities.
Furthermore, developing and conducting additional timing
and performance tests that involve the computations
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Summary
Successful conversion and transformation of spatial data
between different systems (or applications) that use different
spatial reference frames is an inherently important process
in achieving interoperability and providing meaningful data
interchange between such entities. To ensure the integrity
of such computations, and to provide software facilities
that meet the performance requirements of those systems
and applications, means the candidate spatial computation
packages must be subjected to rigorous and independently
verifiable testing. This paper has described an overview
of the processes and the results that have been used in
assessing the accuracy and performance measurements of
the implementations of the Spatial Reference Model. The
tests have also been conducted by several independent
users, and are also available for anyone to download and
execute directly.
An overview of the test results have been briefly discussed
in this paper, and it is shown that the SRM performs well,
both in speed and in accuracy, for test cases that have been
conducted.
Additional tests and more expanded test vector data,
to cover the full range of the spatial reference frames
supported by the SRM, are still needed and will need to be
conducted in subsequent work.
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Abstract
This paper describes the importance of integrating
different levels within a multi-resolution modeling
environment. Extensible modeling facilitates the exchange
of data across the implied interfaces between model
resolution levels. By understanding the equations and
algorithms used at each level of system modeling, one can
decompose an analysis to examine the validity of the input
parameters. By specifying the output of low level model
data, analysts can integrate basic physical quantities into
larger system models without recalculating them. This
paper specifically illustrates the impacts of considering
detailed design and installed radio frequency (RF)
performance when conducting engagement level modeling
for electronic warfare scenarios.
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Introduction
In an integrated modeling environment, there are at
least two high level characteristics of interest: multiresolution and extensibility. Multi-resolution is the ability
to consider varying levels of detail in an analysis [2]. Within
the Department of Defense, this is often illustrated via the
pyramidal hierarchy shown in Figure 1. Multi-resolution
implies that the number and type of variables considered in
a campaign level model are not the same as those included
in an engineering level model. This is not to say that one
resolution level does not benefit from the work being
performed at the other resolution levels.
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Figure 1. Model Resolution Hierarchy.
There is a subtlety in the pyramidal hierarchy. The
horizontal black lines that separate the resolution levels
imply an interface between those levels. If an interface
exists, there is an opportunity to exchange data. This
is where the idea of model extensibility emerges.
Extensibility is an architectural concept that allows a
current embodiment or implementation to be used in a
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Figure 2. Detailed Antenna Design Process.
future context. Extensibility between levels is valid insofar
number of optimization routines that evaluate subsequent
as a campaign model can be decomposed into a complex
design iteration against a multi-attribute goal function.
combination of missions, missions can be segmented into
In other words, each design iteration is evaluated based
multiple engagements, and an engagement model can
on a number of customer weighted parameters such as
benefit from the addition of validated engineering level
impedance, bandwidth, gain, polarization, and so on. Figure
data. More information on extensible modeling, especially
2 illustrates the optimization step using a particle swarm
as it relates to systems engineering and the architecture
technique. The details of particle swarm are beyond the
search process, can be found in [3-4].
scope of this paper, but in brief, it is a biologically inspired
technique that uses intelligent agents to explore a global
The remainder of this paper explores the ideas of multisearch space [6]. The image of honey bees is used because
resolution and extensible modeling by beginning with a
the process is similar to the way a swarm of bees searches
notional detailed antenna design and considering how
for and communicates the presence of a flower patch. The
product performance changes once the antenna is installed
output of the optimization step is the final antenna design.
on a vehicle. The vehicle installed performance data is then
At this point, assuming the antenna meets the product
used in an extensible manner to illustrate the powerful
specification, the antenna designer might be inclined to
impacts of using engineering model data to produce higher
declare the effort a success. The problem is that all the
fidelity engagement level models.
design work has assumed an antenna structure in free
space. Simply put, no antenna has ever been employed
Detailed Antenna Design and Optimization
such that it hovers in free space free of any interaction with
its installed environment.
One begins the detailed antenna design phase
by assuming the existence of an allocated product
Vehicle Installed Performance
specification. The developer often begins by choosing a
canonical antenna type, or family of antennas, from which
The next step in the analysis is to integrate the antenna
to evolve the actual design. Many such canonical types can
with the remaining system structure and install it on
be produced from handbook references such as [5]. In this
the host vehicle. In Figure 3, the free space optimized
hypothetical example, the radiating element geometry is
antenna is shown in a notional installed configuration for
created by projecting lines onto the surface of a cylinder.
a pod-based RF jammer. Upon inspection, one can see the
The remaining faces are deleted to reveal the element
system pod includes a hardback structure to which all the
profile. The element geometry is mirrored about one
electronics are mounted and an electronics chassis that
vertex and the resulting structure is excited with a balanced
contains the requisite exciter and amplifier modules. This
feed across this point of symmetry. The result is an initial
pod is mounted on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) wing
design concept that deviates from, but generally relates
station.
to, a bowtie dipole. This initial concept is subjected to a
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Figure 3. Installed Configuration
Figure 4 shows an azimuth cut (upper left) taken through
antenna in free space is shown in blue and the installed far
the air vehicle waterline starting at the tail (Φ = 0°) moving
field pattern is shown in red. The main point of emphasis
through the starboard wing (Φ = 90°), nose (Φ= 180°),
for Figure 4 is the variation in the assumed performance
and port wing (Φ = 270°). Also included in Figure 4 is
of the free space designed antenna once it is installed in
an elevation cut (lower right) taken through the plane
its operational environment. One can see that the original
containing both wings. The elevation cut begins under the
design sought to achieve maximum gain directly off both
UAV (θ = -180°), up through the port wing (θ = -90°), directly
wings, with a slight depression angle (~5º). In actuality, the
overhead (θ = 0°), and down through the starboard wing (θ
installed performance shows a relative decrease in gain at
= 90°). For comparison, the radiated far field pattern of the
Φ = 90º and 270º with an increased depression angle of

Figure 4. Free space (blue) far field pattern and installed performance (red) pattern
http://www.dod-msiac.org/
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approximately 20º. There appears to be a relative increase
in assumed free space gain at the 20º depression angle,
but this feature is only of value if it is in a tactically useful
position and the operator community knows it is there.
In effect, Figure 4 should serve as the justification for a
subsequent round of design optimization to include the
vehicle structure. At the very least, it is suggested that the
vehicle integrator should conduct a sensitivity analysis to
evaluate alternative installed configurations and minimize
the overall installed performance impacts.
Exchanging Data between Engineering and Engagement
Levels
At this point, attention is turned to the issue of getting
the engineering level detail into the engagement model
environment. The first step in exchanging data between
resolution levels is to identify, define, and standardize
the interfaces. The following issues should be carefully
considered.
• Domain Decomposition – The individual modeling
environments must be explicitly defined and
controlled. For example, if the engagement level
model is to include the presence and effects of the
ground medium, the engineering level model should
not. To do so would be to double-count the effects
of this variable and would lead to increased model
inaccuracy.
• Model Orientation – Engagement models are
typically geometrically sensitive. That is to say
that pointing angle and alignment are important
considerations. In order for these parameters to be
handled correctly, the engagement model should
specify the engineering model orientation, or more
preferably, the engineering level data should indicate

its orientation such that the appropriate spatial
transforms can be applied.
• Standard Quantities – As mentioned earlier, the
variables considered at each resolution level vary in
number and nature. Each model level provides value
in its own right, but only specific model outputs are
required for exchange across the inter-resolution
interface. These quantities must be identified and
their units of measure must be standardized.
• File Structure – Finally, there must be a standardized
data exchange format or file structure. This defined
structure should include appropriate descriptive
header information and carefully controlled
arrangement of the data fields.
An example of an interface definition is the Antenna
Pattern Standard Format released for guidance in importing
pattern data in the Naval Research Laboratory’s Interactive
Scenario Builder software (hereafter referred to as Builder)
[7].
Before continuing with the treatment of the engagement
model, it is appropriate to take a moment to consider the
type of antenna pattern sources available for use. In the
absence of extensible model data, most engagement
and mission level modeling packages include a library
of canonical antenna patterns. For the purposes of this
comparison, recall that the antenna designed earlier
exhibited architectural features similar to a dipole. The
finalized design however deviated from a pure dipole form.
If actual free space performance data is available, the use
of the real radiated pattern can increase the accuracy of the
engagement model. The biggest increase in value occurs
when the vehicle installed pattern is available for use in an
extensible manner. Figure 5 illustrates this principle. In

Figure 5. Relative Increase in Model Accuracy With Respect to Data Availability
http://www.dod-msiac.org/
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the engagement scenario models that follow, the impacts
of using the free space canonical pattern instead of the
installed performance pattern will be highlighted.
The canonical pattern is available in the Builder software,
so the next step is to consider how the engineering data is
converted for use between the modeling levels. Figure 6
presents a graphical flow of the conversion process. In the
upper left corner, the vehicle installed pattern is shown via
graphical interpretation at the engineering level using the
engineering level modeling software [8]. The output files
from this software are loaded into a file format conversion
script. This script essentially interprets the Antenna Pattern
Standard Format specification, presents the user with a
number of editable text fields so as to produce the file
header information, and subsequently arranges the raw
data into the specified form. The output of the conversion
script is useable in Builder, which is evident from the
visualization in the lower left. This is the antenna pattern
viewer in Builder which shows the data has been loaded
and interpreted properly. Note that at this point, detailed
information about the antenna, system components, and
vehicle integration effects are no longer relevant. These
variables were considered at the engineering level, and
the resultant installed pattern data is all that is need for an
engagement level calculation.

package, and a friendly UAV-based stand-in support jammer
(UAV-EA). The scenario is graphically presented in Figure 7.
The visualization is that of probability of detection and is
calculated 360º in azimuth about Radar 1 at the altitude of
the strike package. One can see that model predicts a safe
corridor for the strike package to approach their target. The
engagement model appears to be rather high fidelity as it
considers terrain and meteorological data, but in Figure
7, the UAV-based jammer antenna pattern is that of the
canonical free space dipole. Figure 8 shows exactly the
same engagement except that the actual installed antenna
pattern is used. All other variables are held constant.
Whereas Figure 7 predicts safe passage for the strike group,
Figure 8 shows they are actually being illuminated and will
likely be detected by Radar 1. Figure 9 presents a zoomed
side-by-side comparison of the two configurations.
If an analyst or route planner goes to the effort of setting
up a detailed engagement or mission model, it is important
to note that critical assumptions can serve to invalidate
the entire body of work. The extensible modeling concept
serves to address this issue and increase overall modeling
fidelity.

Engagement Model Comparison
The critical impac ts of model ex tensibilit y are
demonstrated in this section. A hypothetical engagement
scenario has been created which includes a hostile groundbased search radar (Radar 1), a friendly incoming strike

Figure 6. Engineering to Engagement Data Conversion Process
http://www.dod-msiac.org/
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Radar 1
UAV-E

Strike Group
Figure 7. Probability of Detection Using Canonical Dipole Pattern

Radar 1
UAV-E

Strike Group

Figure 8. Probability of Detection Using Installed Performance Pattern

Radar 1

Radar 1
UAV-E

Strike Group

UAV-E

Strike Group

Figure 9. Side-by-side Comparison of Engagement Model Results
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Summary
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ABSTRACT
The NATO Maritime Theatre Missile Defence (MTMD)
Secure International Geographically Distributed Modeling
and Simulation (SIGDM&S) Working Group developed a
High Level Architecture (HLA) federation simulating the
detection and interception of a ballistic missile using an
interceptor launched from a maritime platform.
Simpler, mocked up versions of desired federates
were quickly developed as substitutes for more complex
versions. These mock federates enabled early unit tests of
individual federates, facilitated simpler integration, and
formed the basis for regression testing as new features were
introduced.
This paper describes the development and operation of
mock federates within the development of a federation with
participants from multiple nations, and their application to
verification activity.
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Introduction
The modeling and simulation working group of the NATO
Maritime Theatre Missile Defense (MTMD) forum aimed
to build a prototype Secure International Geographically
Distributed Modeling & Simulation (SIGDM&S) framework,
based on the High Level Architecture (HLA) standard IEEE
1516 in the domain of maritime theatre ballistic missile
interception.
The purpose of the SIGDM&S framework was to support
Monte-Carlo and parametric variation styled simulations
for Concept Definition & Experimentation (CD&E) and
evaluation of candidate solutions applications in theatrewide ballistic missile command, control, communications,
computing and intelligence (BMC4I).
A full description of the SIGDM&S framework and
its development may be found in the final report [1].
Participating nations included Australia, Canada, Germany,
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United
States.
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Figure 1 - Development process model
During the development of the SIGDM&S framework the
test process was recognized as a valuable lesson learned
from this project. This paper describes the process of
developing and testing that federation, and describes the
test apparatus created.
Development Process
Figure 1 - Development process model shows the
relevant, software intensive portions of the federation
development process. Details irrelevant to software
development are not shown, such as computer networking
or infrastructure. The horizontal swim lanes indicate three
categories of teams: the technical team, the test team, and
the software development teams (SDTs).
Technical team
The technical team was responsible for overall definition
and design of the federation, as well as integration testing.

http://www.dod-msiac.org/

They began by defining the federation and generating
the initial federation design. That initial design was then
released to all other teams, which began their work
independent from all other teams.
Either the test team or any SDT might discover design
defects during development or testing. As federation design
problems were encountered the technical team responded
by analyzing the problem and modifying the federation
design as necessary.
The technical team scheduled integration test events to
verify the federation design and implementation. These
integration test events were planned when development
of both mock federates and simulation federates were
sufficiently stable. Two such events were held. The first was
held at single site using only a Local Area Network (LAN).
The second was held in a distributed fashion using a Wide
Area Network (WAN).
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Test team

this activity (not shown in Figure 1), and the technical team
performing the implementation and execution.

The test team was responsible developing test plans and
apparatus for the federation and the simulation federates.
The test team implemented the entire federation software
as simplified ‘mock’ federates. The term ‘mock federate’ was
used because of the similarity to mock objects [2] used in
unit testing of object oriented software.

The Federation Development and Execution Process
(FEDEP) [3] was employed to manage the creation and
exercise of the prototype federation. FEDEP steps 1-3
analyzed sponsor input and defined the objectives and
requirements of the SIGDM&S framework, as well as an
exemplar scenario.

This mock federation (the set of all current mock
federates) was used to verify the design integrity of
federation, the Federation Object Model (FOM) and the
federation agreements related to software. This process
used the federation design as input and generated mock
federates as outputs.
Any test activity might identify deficiencies in the test
coverage provided by the stimulation of the mock federates.
This would trigger modifications to the mock federates,
which were then released to the other teams after sufficient
verification.
Software development teams (SDTs)
There were several software development teams (SDTs)
working independently on individual federate software.
Each SDT received the federation design and a copy of the
mock federation, and delivered one or more simulation
federates tested against the mock federation.
The process shown in the lower swim lane in Figure 1 Development process model is representative, but SDTs
were not restricted to any specific in house development
process.
As discussed in more detail later, each SDT had a mock
federation provided by the test team. This mock federation
was functionally equivalent to the final federation such that
the simulation federate(s) under development could be
tested in the context of the final federation, limited only by
the capabilities of the mock federates.

Figure 2 - Conceptual model shows key entities,
relationships and data flow between the entities.

Federation Definition
As shown in Figure 1, the first activity of the technical
team was to produce a definition of the SIGDM&S
framework. Two teams developed the SIGDM&S framework
definition, the project team representing the sponsors of
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In summary, a ship has a combat system connected
to weapon controllers and sensors. The sensors detect
interceptor missiles and ballistic missiles. The weapon
controllers control interceptor missiles.
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Major requirements (from [1]) were:
• Each nation must not be required to share classified
models or software. Support for this requirement was
successfully demonstrated using unclassified models,
but using an infrastructure which could support
classified models.
• The Federation must be geographically distributed.
This was solved by using the Combined Federated
Battle Laboratories Network (CFBLNet) [4].
• There must be strict time management. HLA time
management services successfully implemented this
requirement.
The exemplar scenario was simply the launch of a single
ballistic missile (BM) from a ground site targeting another
ground site, passing over an ocean where a single ship
waits. The ship detects the incoming BM and launches a
single interceptor missile to destroy it. The scenario ends
when the BM is destroyed or the interceptor missile misses
the BM.

The SYstem Performance and Analysis Tool (SYPAT )
created by an SDT at Thales Naval Nederland (TNN) in
Hengelo (NL) represented the largest collection of existing
software. SYPAT is itself an HLA federation simulating a ship
with a combat system, various weapon controllers and
sensors.
Rather than modify these federates to meet the new
and different requirements of the MTMD federation (e.g.
each federation had a different FOM), the Ship Federation
Manager federate was modified to become a gateway
between an existing SYPAT federation and the new MTMD
federation.
Both federations would reside in the same RTI instance,
using software provided by TNO.

Federation Design
Figure 3 - Federation design provides a summary of
the federation design process. The initial assignment of
responsibility to SDTs began with the SIGDM&S project
team and was refined by the technical team. Re-use of
existing software was a major consideration in the design.
The SIGDM&S framework selected the Real-time Platform
Reference (RPR) Federation Object Model (FOM) version 2
draft 17 (or RPR2D17) as a baseline to encourage re-use of
federates developed or modified for the MTMD federation.
The final MTMD FOM contained additional items not found
in RPR2D17, added to support MTMD requirements.
The Exercise Controller simulation federate was written by
the SDT at the Organisation for Applied Scientific Research
/ Defence, Security and Safety (TNO) in The Hague (NL).
This federate managed and directed the federation across
multiple Monte-Carlo or parametric variation federation
executions. Several interactions and sync point definitions
were added to the MTMD FOM to permit the Exercise
Controller federate to co-ordinate other federates for each
execution. The Exercise Controller enforced the requirement
that each federate wait until all federates are ready for
an iteration; this means no subset of federates may run
independently, only a complete federation as defined.
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Figure 3 - Federation design
The Threat, Interceptor and Weapon Control simulation
federates simulate the ballistic missile, the interceptor
missile and the ship-based interceptor controller
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respectively. These were developed by an American SDT.

Mock federates

The Logger federate created by the Canadian SDT
generates SIMDIS [5] log files (for 3D visualization) and
compressed, XML-format log files for each execution.

Four mock federates were created, as shown in Figure
4 - Mock federate allocation.

As the design progressed, the modified FOM and
federation agreements were documented. All shared
documents were made available on an online content
management system called Smartroom, an implementation
of LiveLink [6].
Test Development
In addition to simulation federates specified in the
federation design, the test team would develop mock
federates as a means to test each simulation federate and
the federation as a whole. As soon as the federation design
was complete, creation of the mock federates began.
The concept of testing a distributed system using
simplified versions of applications is very similar to testing a
multi-agent system using mock agents as written in [7].

Rather than create one mock federate for each simulation
federate, a single mock federate was created for the
responsibilities of each SDT contribution. Each SDT was
free to create any number of simulation federates as long as
those federates collectively filled the same responsibilities
of the corresponding mock federate.
The mock federates were initially created using only the
information in the federation design, agreements and FOM,
and thus was independent from any information about the
simulation federates. Mock federates used greatly simplified
models with very low fidelity. For example, a ballistic missile
flew along a simple course generated from a script; no other
factors influenced the mock missile.
Each mock federate was designed to make publications
and subscriptions as specified in the MTMD FOM using
data from the exemplar scenario, meeting all constraints
and requirements in the federation agreement. Although
the accuracy or the quality of data exchanged was not
a concern, the accuracy of the information exchanges
themselves was, for this was one subject of federation
design verification.
Mock federate development
A simple scripting language called ‘Groovy’ [8] was used
to construct the mock federates. A scripting language
was selected partly because it permitted simple, rapid
development and no performance difficulties were
anticipated with computing lightweight models for
emulation.
An informal agile methodology [9] was followed to create
the mock federates. This allowed for rapid development
of the mock federates, as well as rapid response to
feedback from the technical teams and SDTs, and changing
requirements upon the mock federates.

Figure 4 - Mock federate allocation
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Using a language and a process suited to rapid, iterative
development was essential to provide rapid evaluation and
feedback on the federation design, FOM and federation
agreement. It is important to recognize that mock federates
are test tools not simulations, and should not be held to the
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same development process, requirements or expectations
as simulation federates.
Federation Design Test
A complete federation constructed only from mock
federates was used to test and verify the federation design,
and that the FOM and federation agreements were sufficient
to define federate responsibilities and behavior.

Unit testing refers to the testing of a single unit of
software in isolation from all other units. A unit may have
any definition but is typically a class in the context of objectoriented software.
In this context we define a unit as a single federate, and
unit testing to mean testing a single federate in isolation
from the rest of the federation. This is very similar to
integration testing because the federate under test is
integrated and running in a federation, but not the final
federation.
As soon as the first version of the mock federation was
complete it was delivered to the SDTs. Each SDT could
then unit test simulation federates by substituting their
simulation federates for mock federates as show in Figure
6 - Example unit test.

Figure 6 - Example unit test
SDTs were also free to modify the conditions of test by
modifying the mock federates as needed.
Figure 5 - Mock federation

During a unit test the simulation federates under test
were stimulated with the same inputs they would receive
from the remainder of the federation, albeit with lower
fidelity.

Federate Development
With federation design complete the SDTs began creation
and modification of their simulation federates concurrently
with construction of the mock federates and federation
design verification. The SDTs worked in separate geographic
locations completely independent of each other. There was
no co-ordination of software development processes or
tools between the SDTs.
Unit test
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Integration Testing
From [3], integration testing is defined as occurring where
“the federation is tested as an integrated whole to verify a
basic level of interoperability. This testing primarily includes
observing the ability of the simulation federates to interact
correctly with the RTI and to exchange data as described
by the FOM.”
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Single site integration (SSI)
When all SDTs were satisfied their simulation federates
were sufficiently stable and ready, an integration test was
held at a single site at TNO in The Hague using a LAN to
connect developers’ laptop computers.
Conducting the initial integration test on a LAN avoided
any potential problems in using the WAN, and was
completed before the WAN was available. The single site
integration (SSI) focused on finding software problems
while neglecting network problems, so it should not be
considered a complete integration test.

originated from an underspecified federation agreement,
and could not be fixed easily by modifying that simulation
federate. Instead, all other simulation federates were
modified to work around the problem.
As simulation federates were modified the mock federates
were updated to reflect the new design constraints. The
mock federate exhibiting the problem was modified to
exhibit the same problem as the simulation federate, and
the workaround was added to all others. This permitted
continued use of the mock federates for unit testing by now
incorporating this regression test for a known defect.
WAN integration

Co-location of the SDTs in a single room facilitated rapid,
detailed and accurate communications between team
members and rapid diagnosis of problems discovered
during the test.

Federate development continued to add functionality
after SSI, and the mock federates were modified to provide
better test coverage of the federation agreement and the
requirements on specific federates. Still, the federation
would require testing in a final configuration on the target
WAN.
As in the SSI, mock federates were used as stand-ins
for missing federates during WAN integration. Figure 8
shows a bi-lateral test between two SDTs. In the test the
simulation federates of the other SDTs were replaced by
mock federates.
Figure 8 - Bilateral test
Summary
Detailed early federation design verification is possible
using mock federates, discovering potential problems
earlier in the project and reducing their later impact.

Figure 7 - Partial integration test
When a problem was discovered with a simulation
federate it was replaced by its mock federate allowing
integration testing to continue with the remaining
simulation federates as shown in Figure 7 - Partial
integration test.
This process was useful not only for federate problems
but for federation design issues. As an example during SSI
a problem was discovered where one simulation federate
prevented the federation from transitioning from one
scenario to the next in a Monte Carlo run. The problem
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Agile development practices work well for development
of mock federates, and are essential for rapid evaluation of
designs.
The benefits of unit testing a federate using a mock
federation are very similar to integration testing in that
a federate is verified with respect to external interfaces
and assumptions, specifically the federation design, FOM,
federation agreement and example data from the mock
federates running the exemplar scenario.
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Some integration testing is possible before the entire set
of real federates is complete, permitting early evaluation
and feedback on some federates.
Mock federates may be used as surrogates during
integration testing. This permits removal of federates for
maintenance while integration testing of the remaining
federates continues, using the surrogates to replace the
removed federates.
Single site integration prior to distributed integration
was very valuable to the SDTs in that federation and
federate design problems and software problems were
quickly diagnosed with instantaneous feedback from the
participants. Co-location of testers and developers with
access to debuggers offered ideal communications for
discussion and diagnosis of problems. This integration
focused on functional testing, leaving performance testing
until later. Separating functional and performance testing
aided testing by reducing the overall problem space for
each activity.
It is possible to perform regression testing of federates
using mock federates as long as the mock federates are
maintained for this purpose. This requires commitment of
resources dedicated to that purpose. If the mock federates
are not maintained to reflect the federation design, FOM
and federation agreement, then they become invalid as test
fixtures when those dependencies change. Further, SDTs
could develop incorrect simulation federates when testing
against invalid, out-of-date mock federates.
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